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QUESTION SET NO 105

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

a. All the questions are to be answered and maximum time 60 minutes.
b. This question paper contain 10 puzzles and each question carries equal marks.
c. Maximum mark 10.
d.

No negative marks.

e. Get the plain answer sheet and write the answers in the given sheet.
f. Please do not write/put any marks on the question paper. Ask for rough sheets if
required.
g. After completion of your test please get the answer key and check your solved
puzzles and know about your capability of solving puzzles.
h. It is a self assessing question paper set
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QUESTION SET NO 105
Time: 1 hour

If bear eats 65, pounds in fish every day EXCEPT every 6th day which it only eats 45
pounds of fish. If the bear continues this, how many pounds of fish 'Yill it eat in 200
days?
A frog starts climbing 15 feet wall. Each hour he climbs 3 feet and rests for 30 minutes.
During rest, he slips back 2 feet. How many hours does the frog take to reach the top?
There are N secret agents each know a different piece of secret information. They can
telephone each other and exchange all the information they know. After the telephone
call, they both know anything that either of them before the call.
What is the
minimum number of telephone calls needed so that all of them know everything?
In the village called TALAJA, only three TV channels are available-Moon Plus, Mony
and Mee TV. Out of 4000 TV viewersin the village, 1500watch Moon TV, 2000 watch
mony and 2500 watch Mee TV. Amongst these, 500 viewers watch Moon Plus and
Mony, 800 watch Moon Plus and Mee TV, and 1000 watch Mony and mee TV. How
many viewers watch all three channels?
Four prisoners escape from a prison
The prisoners, Mr.East, Mr.West, Mr.South, Mr.North head towards different
direction after escaping. The following information of their escape was supplied.
. The escape routes were North Road, South Road, East Road and West Road
. None of prisoners took the road which was their namesake
. Mr. East did not take the South Road
. Mr. West did no the South Road
. The West Road was not taken by Mr. East
What road did each of the prisoners take to make their escape?
A group of seven young men named Arun, Binoy, Chunder, Dev, Edward, Fakruddin and
Govind were recently engaged in a game. They had agreed that whenever a player won a
game he should double the money of each of the other players, in other words he was to
give the players just as much money as they had already in their pockets.
In all they played seven games and, strangely, each won a game in turn in the order in
which their names are given. But what was even more strange was that when they had
finished the game each of the seven young men had exactly the same amount, Rs.32 in
his pocket. Can you find out how much money each person had with him before they
began the game?
There are two numbers with the difference of 3 between them and the difference of their
squares is 51. can you find the numbers.
A businessman advertised two job openings for peons in his firm. Two men applied and
the businessman decided to engage both of them. He offered them a salary of Rs.2,000
per year: Rs.l,OOOto be paid every half year, with a promise that their salary would be
raised if their work proved satisfactory. They could have a raise of Rs.300 per year, or if
they preferred Rs.l 00 each half year.

The two men thought for a few moments and then one of them expressed his wish to take
the raise at Rs.300 per year, while the other man said he would accept the half yearly
increase ofRs.,IOO.
Between the two men, who was the gainer, and by how much?
9.

It is a matter of common knowledge that O°Cis the same as 32°F. It is also a known fact
that 100°C equals 212°F. But there is a temperature that gives the same reading on both
Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales. Can you find this temperature?

10. Some years back I was traveling by a cargo ship from New Zealand to Tahitti. I was
curious to look around the ship one day and in the boiler room I asked a man how old the
ship was. He smiled and replied in this way: 'The ship is twice as old as its boiler was
when the ship was as old as the boiler is now. And the combined age of the ship and the
boiler is thirty years'. Can you figure our what is the age of the ship and of the boiler?

ANSWER KEY
SOLUTIONS FOR THE TEST
1.

The bear will eat 12,340 pounds of fish in 200 days.
It is given that on every 6th day bear eats 45 pounds of fish i.e., on day number
6,12,18,24,.. .. . .. .... .192 , 198 the beareats 45 pounds of fish.
Total number of 6thdays = 200/6 = 33 (The bear eats 45 pounds)

Hence,the normaldays are = 200 - 33 = 67 (Thebear eats 65 pounds)
Thus, in 200 days, the bear will eat
= (167) * (65) + (33)*(45)
= 10855 + 1485
= 12,340pounds
2.

19 hours
A frog climbs 1 foot per 1Y2hours as during 30 minutes rest he slips back 2 feet. This way
he will climb 12 feet in 18 hours. In next hour he will climb 3 more feet i.e. he will
complete 15 feet in 19 hours and will reach the tope of the wall.

3.

(2N-3) telephone calls, for N=2,3
(2N-4) telephone calls, for N >3
Divide the N secret agents into two groups, IfN is odd, one group will contain one extra
agent.
Consider first group: Agent 1 will call up agent 2, agent 2, will call up agent 3 and so on.
Similarly in second group, agent 1 will call up agent 2, agent 2 will call up agent 3 and so
on. After (N-2) calls, two agents in each the group will know anything that anyone knew
in his group, say they are Yl &Y2 from group 1 and Zl and Z2 from group 2.
Now, Yl will call up ZI and Y2 will call up Z2. Hence, in next two called total of 4
agents will know everything.
Now (N-4) telephone calls are required for remaining (N-4) secret agents.
Total telephones calls require are
= (N-2) + 2 + (N - 4)
= 2 N-4
Let's take an example. Say there are 4 secret agents W, X, Y & Z. Divide them into two
groups of2 each i.e, (W, X) and (Y, Z). Here, 4 telephone calls are required.
1. W will call up X
2. Y will call up Z
3. W, who knows WX will call up Z, who knows YZ.
4. X, who knows WX will call up Z, who knows YZ.
Take an another example. Say there are 5 secret agents, J, K, L, M & N. Divide them into
two groups i.e., (J,K) and L,M,N). here, 6 telephone calls are required.
1. J will call up K
2. L will call up M
3. M will call up N. now M and N know LMN
4. J, who knows JK will call up M, who knows LMN
5. K who knows JK will call up N, who knows LMN
..
6. L will call up to anyone of four
300 viewers watch all three channels
Let's assume that total X viewers watch all three channels
Total viewers who watch only Moon Plus and Mony = 500-X
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Total viewers who watch only Moon Plus and Mee TV = 800-X
Total viewers who watch only Mony and Mee TV = 500-X
Total viewers who watch only Moon Plus

= 1500- (500-X)-(800-X)-X
=500 + X
Total viewers who watch only Mony
= 2000- (500-X) - (1O00-X)- X
= 500 + A
Total viewers who watch only Mee TV

=2500- (1O00-X) - (800-X) - X
=700 + X
We know that total viewers are 4000. Summing up all 7 values
X + (500-X) + (800 - X) + (1000 -X) + (200 + X) + (500 + X) + (700 + X) = 4000
X + 3700 = 4000
X =300
Hence, total 300 viewers watch all three channels

Put all the given information into the table structure as follow:
North Road South Road East Road
Mr. North
No
Mr. South
No
Mr. East
No
No
Mr. West
No

West Road

No
No

Now from table, two things are obvious and they are:

.

Mr.North took the SouthRoad

.

Mr. East took the North Road
Put this information into the table, Also keep in mind that the prisoners head towards
different directions after escaping.
North Road South Road East Road
West Road
Mr. North
No
Yes
No
No
Mr. South
No
No
Mr. East
Yes
No
No
No
Mr. West
No
No
No
Now from the table:
. Mr. West took the East Road
. Mr. South took the West Road
So the answer is:
. Mr. North took the South Road
. Mr. South took the West Road
. Mr. East took the North Road

.

Mr. Westtook the EastRoad

A simple general solution to this problem would be as follows:
Let's assume there are n number of players. Then the amount held by every player at the
end will be m (211),and the last winner must have held at the start m(n+ 1), the next ill
(2n+l), the next m (4n+l) and so on to the first player, who must have held m (2 n-l
n+l).
Therefore in this case, n = 7
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7.

And the amount held by every player at the end was 27 quarter of a rupee pieces.
Therefore, m= 1
Govind started with 8 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs.2
Fakhruddin started with 15 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs.3.75
Edward started with 29 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs.7.25
Dev started with 57 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs.14.24
Chunder started with 113 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs.56.25
Binoy started with 225 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs.56.25
Arun started with 449 quarter of a rupee pieces or Rs112.25
Let's assume X is one of numbers and Y the other.
Then,
X 2 - y2 = 51 (i)

X - Y = 3 (ii)
Divide (i) & (ii)
X + Y = 17 (iii)
Add (ii) & (iii)
2X = 20
X= 10
Y=7
8.

At a raise ofRs.300 per year
15t yea Rs.l 000 + Rs.1000 = Rs.2000
2ndyear Rs.1150 + Rs.1150 = Rs.2300
3rdyear Rs.1300 + rs.1300 = Rs.2600
4th year Rs.1450 + Rs.1450 = Rs.2900
At a raise of Rs.l 00 each half year:

15t year Rs.I000 + Rs.II00 = Rs.2100
2ndyear Rs.1200 + Rs.1300 = Rs.2500
3rdyear Rs.1400 + Rs.1500 = Rs.2900
4th year RS.1600 + Rs.1700 = Rs.3300
Obviously the second proportion is much more lucrative.

9.

If X is the temperature

9X
5

=X

-

32

4X
i.e.-=-32
5
Which gives x = -40
i.e - 40°C = -40°F
10. Let's assume that the age of the ship at present is X years and ofthe boiler Y years.
Then
The ship X is twices as old as its boiler ( Y - X) was when the ship was (x-X) as old as
the boiler is now.

:. X =2 (Y - X) and (x - X) = 2
Eliminating x gives 4Y = 3x
Also, x + Y = 30
:. Y (the boiler) = 90 years
7
and X (the ship)
= 120 years
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